{HWUNET.ORG Hebrew Council}
Date: Saturday, May 21, 2011
Time: 12:00 pm PST
Location: Skype Conference Call
Called by: Dawid Yacob Maccabeus

I.

Attendees

Name and geographical location.
1. Dawid Yacob Maccabeus: Malmö, Skåne,
Sweden.

8. Leah Prunty: Long Beach, CA, United
States.

2. Aminadav Ysrael: Stockton, California,
United States.

9. Alane Quien: Modesto, CA United States.

3. Jahi-Mel Forchion: Cherry Hill, United
States.

10. Baylen

4. Darrell Richardson (danieljudah12): Atlanta,
United States.

11. Deborah Williams: Houston, United States

5. Derrick Charles

12.

6. Nava Adi: East Coast, United States.

13.

7.

14 .

II. Agenda Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Update on objectives and Goals
Code of Conduct and Code Of Ethics
Emergency Contact List and Plan B
This week’s news what it means to the Hebrews
Hebrews Of Kenya reach out plan
Open Discussion
Plans for the week
End Meeting

1.) Update on the Objectives and Goals.
•

Target of goals: To wake up as many people as possible. We need a systematic flow of effectively
passing this knowledge on to the people. When we look at what’s happening in the news, we can see
at what stage we’re in. There needs to be a congruency in the goals and the target for completing
those goals.

2.) Code Of Conduct and Code Of Ethics
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•

The Code of Conduct and Code of Ethics is an ongoing reference of the pertinent, professional, and
orderly way in which the network is to operate. We may also see how to correct each other with love,
if we stray from the words we wrote. We must stay in line with the Creator’s word and be accountable
to the Father, and to the rules set forth. This way we can move forward effectively and accomplish
what we’ve set out to do.

3.) Emergency Contact List and Plan B.
•

Plan B: in the event that we can’t contact each other via the internet. Music: All can contribute to
creating another path way to communicate. Through the music, we can be a positive force to
utilize a separate speech for our people to communicate when things hit the fan. Alane: speaks
French, Spanish, and is learning Hebrew. Brother Aminadav has a music company, plays guitar
and has a gospel group. Brother Dawid comes from a singing background.

4.) News today and how it effects the Hebrews
•

We cannot eat the food given to us right now. It is all GMO ridden. We must do our best to get our
own land, or grow our own foods, or get to a place where we are set apart from the corruption. We
must take action. We can buy a $10,000 plot of land ($150 month) where we can go, grow our own
food, and be strong together. Mid-west, Texas and areas where the climate is warm, crops can be
grown, and we’ll be safe for the most part, are ideal. Texas seceded from the union. Perhaps in
Africa?

•

Pakistan and Lybia wars. What did Obama say? 1967 Agreement with Palestine? Is Obama setting the
spark in motion to begin WW3? Israel (the land in the middle east) creates wars to get more land.
Obama says: to create peace, the land border must be moved back. Giving Jerusalem back to the
Palestinians. Palestinians have no land. Everything is being dictated to them. Hamas “argument” that
missiles can be launched further into their land.

•

The US dollar began 8.3 Now, the dollar is 5.6. The dollar is already done as a world currency or
power. Obama’s statement is trying to artificially produce the “end time prophecy.” In doing so,
trying to be the fulfillers of the end time prophecy, they are fulfilling The Most High’s Word and
Prophecy! These things that they are doing is already fortold by The Most High. That is why we must
not worry because it is already foretold. The devices the wicked used to come against us, is being
turned upon themselves. Satan’s kingdom is divided against itself. It is all falling apart. These people,
by forcing their agenda, saying they are the Hebrews, and are not, are destroying themselves.
(ZacharYahu) Zachariah 12.

•

“Bernie made-off” with the money, IMF, Obama. Manipulated emotional ignorance between the
middle east and Obama. They are perpetuating a hot war where the Jews create an excuse to get their
temple built. They only have a short time to do it. The stir they are creating is just to purport their
false flag. So the Jews play the victim.

•

The Temple: The Edomites took over the temple in 300 BC. They began with the kabbalah over 2,200
years ago. Since then there has been magic, corruption, demonic worship etc. They need this temple
to be set up at a certain time for theoor demon god to come. They control the tv media music fashion
etc. They need the energy of the youth and possession of people. They need a massive sacrifice for
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their god to come into existence. This is what the oil spill and the radiation. The negativity keeps
coming and coming, until ‘peace’ when the “aliens” come back to save people.

•
•

Black folks in the white house: Republicans: Herman Cain Former CEO of Godfather’s Pizza.
WHAT?? He’s fighting for a place in the white house. What for?
Brother Jai-Mel is going to look up how to relinquish our “birth certificate” or Certificate of Bondage
so that we can get out of debt to the system. That way we can stop the false accusations, injustice and
strippiing of our rights and slavery to their system, due to the trading of our certificates being sold or
traded on the New York Stock Exchange.

5.) Hebrews of Kenya Reach Out Plan
•

Alane: contacted by a messianic pastor who is supported by messianic jews? In Kenya. Alane was
CC’d on an email. Going to raise $2700 dollars to begin to build a corrugated building with steel.
These jews said they would provide electricity and chairs. The pastor contacted Alane because they
felt they are being lied to because of what the jews had told them. Alane’s blog told them the truth!
They would like her to teach his congregation about the truth. She’s now asking the Hebrew Council
for guidance. Our answer: Invite him to the Meetings and allow him a floor to speak, assess the
situation. Then when he is strong in the truth, he can ask the necessary questions to these jews to find
out their ulterior motives. Bring Him in Next week: Pastor Martin Odhiambo Jaoko.

6.) Open Discussion
•

Year cycle. 2012 is the mark of the end of the very first full cycle of the Zodiac. The occult is trying
to throw people off by making people focus on the “Gregorian calendar.” 2001 was the first zodiac
sign. What happebed? 911. 2002 was the second etc. 2003 what happened? Bombing Iraq. Each entity
accomplishes its havoc and chaos each year. Now, at the end of this cycle, 2012 begins a new cycle of
war and chaos. The entities that are in rule over these things. Gemetria: The study of numbers and
names-The Jews use numbers and letters that correspond to these entities.

•

These demonic entities need people to fear them. They are so weak, it’s pitiful. Psalm 22:23

•

The final deception-This stuff needs to be brought out, but it will be revealed on the wicked people’s
time schedule. They will be calling on some deity to save them. They will try to confuse the people to
make them think the Creator they believed in their god. But we beat them to the punch by uncovering
their tricks.

•

When the Greeks took over, they placed their names into the scriptures. Daniel is even Greek, not
Hebrew. EL is another false deity. ELOHIM = mighty ones IS-RA-EL Isis, Ra, and another false god.
We are the seed of Yacob.

•

Taekwondo is for people who are short, because they need to kick high. He is the wrong martial art.
Bring Isaac into the meetings. He may be able to ask questions and listen to the people speaking and
hear the respect going back and forth. Lift him up and encourage him in the truth.
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The message we are speaking is above marriage. The Most High comes first. His family reactions of
spouse is their fear of losing you. It isn’t always about the enemy working in them. They want to
know if this is the same person they married.

Goals for the next meeting:
7.) Plans For The Week
•
•
•
•

Meeting call between Jahi-mel, Derrick, Darrel, Aminadav, Nava and Dawid. This is for the
alternative avenues of communication: 1:00 am for Dawid, 6:00 pm for Central Time. East Coast
time is 7:00 pm
Monday-Alane at 10:00 am PST Meeting call with Dawid.
Leah-Get the info out to my brother Isaac “Hebrews or So-Called Negros” regarding who he is in
The Most High.
Email Baylen the minutes.

8.) Meeting Adjourned: Call ended, at 5:52 pm. Duration: 4:45:52.
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